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Week 2 Day 4: Sight Word “may” Week 2 Day 4: Sight Word “may” 

may /may/may/
Find “may” in the sentences below:

again thank know thank

thank were thank were

thank again thank know

could thank thank thank
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You may have one.

May I help you?

He may come.

She may fly.

may going old may

may them may ask

ask may old may

them may going may
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Week 2 Day 4: -OUSE Word Family Week 2 Day 4: -OUSE Word Family 

d

hl

m

1.
2.
3.
4.

/ouse
/ouse
/ouse
/ouse

5.
6.
7.
8.

/ouse
/ouse
/ouse
/ouse

 Use a pencil and 
paperclip to make 
your spinner.  Spin 
and then write letter 
to make the word. 

It is in the mouse house.

Did you douse the louse?

A mouse is smaller than 
a louse.

Find the -ouse words in 
the sentences.
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Make the -ouse words. Draw a picture of a “mouse”.

First Grade
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Week 2 Day 4: Word ProblemsWeek 2 Day 4: Word Problems
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The blue superhero could fly for
18 minutes.  The purple superhero
could fly for 12 minutes.  How
much longer could the blue 
superhero fly?

There were 15 superheroes flying
And 4 super heroes running.  How 
Many superheroes were there
Altogether?

___   ___ = ___
+
- ___   ___ = ___

+
-
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Week 2 Day 4: -ER Week 2 Day 4: -ER R Controlled VowelsR Controlled Vowels
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Roll & Race the -er words.

///////////////////////
///////////////////////

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.

her fern stern teacher clerk term

clerk jerk butter her germ stern

germ term perch fern jerk perch

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.
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